Shift your remote access into high gear—with WINVIEW for Networks
Faster than remote node. More scalable than remote control.
The serious software for enterprise-wide remote computing.

If you're serious about remote computing, now you can get into high gear with WinView™ for Networks from CITRIX™ Systems, Inc. Only WinView delivers the scalability, reliability, and security your company requires — with the performance, transparency, and ease-of-use your remote users demand.

Utilizing an advanced distributed Windows technology, WinView transforms any 486 or Pentium PC into a powerful application server. Up to 15 mobile users, telecommuters, and remote office workers can simultaneously dial into a single WinView server and run multiple Windows and DOS applications.**

With WinView, it's easy and cost-effective to implement remote access throughout even the largest organizations.

**Faster than remote node**

WinView is the fastest way to remotely access Windows and DOS applications across NetWare and TCP/IP networks... or even the Internet. For one Fortune 500 customer, WinView reduced the time required to remotely log onto the corporate database from 95 to 18 seconds — a full fivefold increase in speed!

Even if you're already using a remote node solution, WinView can boost the performance of LAN-resident applications by five to ten times. That's why leading remote node vendors recommend WinView in addition to their own products.

**More scalable than remote control**

For enterprise-wide remote access, remote control just doesn't cut it: There's the expense and headache of having a dedicated PC for each dial-in line supported... not to mention the effort required just to keep them all up and running.

No remote access solution does more to keep your network management efforts on course than WinView. For starters, WinView integrates seamlessly with NetWare, allowing you to effortlessly set up remote users from existing bindery information. An extensive set of WinView network utilities gives you the convenience of supporting all remote access activities right from your own desktop. And all dial-in lines connect at a single point of control: yours. This eliminates the need to physically visit remote PCs to reboot, change parameters, or resolve network problems.

Take WinView for a test-drive

Contact CITRIX today to receive a FREE WinView dial-in demo diskette. See first-hand how fast and easy-to-use WinView really is. And be sure to request a free copy of our white paper, “Serious Remote Access Solutions for Today's Enterprise Network.”

Simply complete the coupon and mail or fax it to CITRIX at (305) 341-6880. Or call CITRIX toll-free:

800-651-4357
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